SPARK STUDIO

Epson Document & Photo Scanners

Professional scanners for everything you need.

Quickly, effortlessly, scan anything: receipts for your accountant or a treasured letter from your great-grandfather. Whatever it is, Epson can handle it and we have it in Spark Studio. Check out our two scanners and their uses for a project you have in mind.

V600 Photo Scanner
- Scan photographs and negatives for enlargements up to 17x22
- Removes appearance of tears, creases in damaged photographs or negatives
- Removes appearance of dust, scratches on film
- 6400 x 9600 DPI
- Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
  Convert documents into editable text!

DS-40 Portable Scanner
- Auto-feeds standard size sheets
- Scan receipts, documents
- Just plug in the USB!
- Create editable text and searchable PDFs
- Skew correction, color and text enhancement

Try it!

1) Use Adobe Photoshop to change a color photograph to black & white or sepia tone for a classic look.
2) Enlarge a wallet-size photograph into a frameworthy 5x7 or 8x10 print.
3) Print your new creation on our Canon Pro!